Secondary School News
“CONSISTENCY IN THE DANCE TO ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE”
Finally, we have triumphantly come to the end of a challenging session
which at first looked like a bundle of impossibilities. Come with us as we
euphorically take you through the fulfilling activities which have helped to
make this event-filled third term a resounding success.
SEMINAR: The term commenced with a five day seminar for teachers.
Seasoned professionals from various educational institutes and organizations
were invited to inculcate new teaching
methodologies in our teachers in order to
ensure sound and fruitful impartation of
knowledge on our students this term.

WAEC and NECO EXAMS: we have
succeeded
in
presenting
senior
secondary school graduants as they wrap
up their six years stay in school with
WAEC/NECO exams. Having prepared
them perfectly for this task, we have
reposed our confidence in them that they
will give us outstanding performances as
they have done in JAMB.
NECO/ERC BECE: Our J.S.S three students are now cooling off their nerves
since they have rounded off their basic
education scheme with both NECO and ERC
Basic
Education
Certificate
Examination
(BECE). Letters of recommendation for the
Work Experience and Skills Acquisition
Programs (WESAP) introduced by the school
to help make their holiday worthwhile. As
usual, we know that they will not let us down.
P.T.A MEETING: As partners in progress, it was an awesome occasion as
parents and teachers came together to deliberate on matters that affect the
school and arrived at consensus in various
aspects of how to make Raberto to continue to
be the institution where future leaders are
appropriately moulded. This term’s P.T.A
interactive session was an exceptional one as it
was a joint forum of both parents of our pupils
and students.

MID TERM TEST: In continuation of our new trend of adequately preparing
our students for each term’s examination, our formal continuous assessment
test took place as usual and students were given report sheets alongside
their scripts to enable them work on their weak areas before the
examination proper.
OPEN DAY: This is to say a very big “thank you” to our highly esteemed
parents who amidst their tight schedule
were able to squeeze out time to join us to
review the students’ academic work of the
term to commend and spur them to put in
more efforts to their school work. Be rest
assured that all your observations are
whole heartedly accepted and being
addressed with immediate effect.
CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
SCIENCE
FAIR/JET
QUIZ: Raberto
Secondary school hosted three different
schools in this term’s science fair/quiz put
together by the Science department in
collaboration with Jet club.
EXCURSION/FIELD TRIP: There
were series of excursion to
various organizations such as
NICOMSAT, VIO and the National

affects their various subjects.

Assembly with the aim to avail the students
the privilege gathering first hand information
from these fields of human endeavor as it

ESSAY
WRITING
COMPETITION: Our
school participated in the Essay Writing
Competition put together by School Hunters
in collaboration with Airtel. We were really
elated as standing ovation was given to us as
“the champion” in different categories.
Various fantastic prizes and a scholarship

award were won by the school as best in creativity, second best in essay
writing content and best young entrepreneur. Numerous other
complimentary awards were also bagged by the students.
IDENTIFYING
TOMORROW’S
VOICES
OF
THE
VOICELESS
To make this year’s children’s Day a memorable one, our student had an
outing to the radio house with students from other schools also in
attendance. In the absence of the day’s resource persons, our students took
over the stage and spoke comprehensively on matters affecting the Nigeria
youth. They tutored on youth and Governance”. The impromptu but superb
presentation was aired live on NTA and AIT.
HOME MAKERS CLUB: The culinary strength of our future homemakers and
mothers was showcased
when our students
went
for
a
cooking
competition
with
three other schools at
Olumawu School.
It
was
an
exceptional
victory as our J.S.S
2 students competed with
senior students of
other schools and emerged
with
the
third
position.
SPORT UP-DATE: In Raberto Schools, we draw a balance between
academics and fitness. In this bid, The
Power
Forward
Program
which
specializes in basketball was recently
introduced to enable our students
identify their potentials in the field of
sport. So far, our school’s teams have
played series of matches with other
schools in Abuja and they are doing
marvelously well. Not long ago, our
male team knocked out the male team of G.S.S. Garki with two points.
BUILDING FUTURE POSITIVE POLITICIANS: The
students were given the opportunity to campaign for
positions in the 2015/2016 academic session prefect
election. It was quite exciting to watch the students as
read their manifestos before the Election Day. The aim
this is to buttress all what they are being taught in
Education, Social Studies and other related subjects.
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BOOSTING OUR SEEMINGLY WEAK STUDENTS
In concurrence with the fact that no human being is a total write-off,
Raberto Secondary School initiated an internal competition cutting across
various disciplines for students
who
are seemingly weak in some
aspects of learning. There was
spelling
contest
in
English
language, and mental drill in
mathematics between J.S.S. 1
and
2 and a debate between SS 1
and
SS 2. The aim of the competition
is to
encourage these so-called weak
students to discover themselves.
TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY: The long awaited twentieth anniversary has
come and gone and the school
expresses
her profound gratitude to God
Almighty
and to you, our highly esteemed
parents
for the confidence you have
reposed
in us over the years. We assure
you that
the best is still on the way; keep
partnering with us.
S.C.Vic Mrs

